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Patented & Patents pending. 

MAGNUM-XD 
EXTREME DUTY 

MAGNUM-XD EXTREME DUTY AUTOMATIC TARPING SYSTEM 

What makes the Magnum tarp system, an Extreme Duty tarp system? 

3/4” Solid steel elbow, takes more abuse and shock loads while offering more container adjustability 
than the competition 

Low profile pivot assembly keeps the arms and pivot below the container floor, unlike the “tombstone” 
style tarping systems. 

All pivot points use self lubricating bushings, no bi-weekly use of grit attracting grease is needed 

Upper Arms come with deflectors to prevent arm damage from compactors, bowed containers and 
operator error 

Matched displacement lifting cylinders keep the arms together without problematic valves that wear 
down and need replacing 
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Made in Wilson, NC for 3 generations 

Outlasting the competition since 1961 

Upper Arms with Deflectors and 3/4” Solid Steel Elbows 

Takes more abuse while offering greater adjustability 

Easily cover 20’s, 30’s, 40’s and 24’ 50 yard boxes while sitting the 
roller on the rear of the can 

Upper arms will still operate even if bent or damaged, unlike a 
telescoping arm system 

Upper arm deflectors make the arm stronger while being able to 
deflect off of compactor hinges, bowed containers and driver 
mistakes 

Lower arm and main pivot assembly completely below 
container floor, unlike the “tombstone” style tarpers 
 
Matched displacement lifting cylinders eliminates the need 
for problematic valves trying to keep your arms together 
 
Enclosed pivot assembly protects your cylinder for longer 
cylinder life 
 
No exposed gears to jam or catch debris in 

Pivot Assembly With Matched Displacement Cylinders 

Total load containment; 20 yard boxes up to 24’, 50 yard boxes! 

Tarp roller and/or stabilizer bar designed to sit on the rear of the 
container, not hang past it! 

Stronger design that spreads tarper loads out more efficiently! 

Much lower cost of ownership than the imported, tombstone style 
tarp system! 

Made in Wilson, NC USA! 

The Total Tarping Package 

Why should you consider the Magnum-XD? 


